
Round Bottles Labeling Machine

Product Description

 This machine is suitable for round bottle labeling,use in pharmaceutical

industries.

 It has an intelligent control system and is easy to operate and learn.

 QR code data collection of round bottles and it can accurately collect the

two-dimensional code data of the bottle body.

Specification

 High-speed data acquisition with Italian Datalgoice camera.

 The pendulum is intelligently eliminated, and the pendulum-type



intelligent lane is divided to ensure accurate and 100% accurate

elimination and lane separation.

 The camera detection device provides a variety of detection functions, such

as label labeling detection, missing code detection, etc.

Technical Parameters

Labeling Speed : 120 bottles /min Bottle Size : 100ml-1L

Rejecting Accuracy
Rate :

100% Power Supply : 220V 50/60 Hz
3.5KW

Temperature : 0~50℃ Air Pressure : 0.4 ~0.6mpa

Dimension : 2100 x 850 x
1650mm

Total Weight : 500KG

Question & Advice

Thank you for supporting RSID Solutions. Pls kindly let us know, if you have any

question & suggestion.

End User

Q: Would you please leave your Company Name & Contact Info? （mandatory）

Q: Are you using our products? What’s the model?

Q: What do you think about the quality of our products?

Q: Are you satisfied with the function? What other functions do you need?



Q: Do you like our Service? What else can we do for you?

Q: Do you have any other question or advice? You’ll get our reply in 24 hours.

Our advantages:

-- We have a mature team, and you don't need to worry about product

research and development, technical guidance and after-sales service

-- We have our own brand, specializing in the production of various types of

labeling machines over the years, but also according to your needs for your

custom

-- As a factory, we offer you the cheapest ex-factory price to save your time

and provide you with the best service.

-- Payment by T/T: 50% down payment and 50% paid before delivery.

-- Delivery time: Within 30days after received 50% down payment.

-- We can accept customization.

-- Your representative is always welcome to visit our factory.
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